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“If I am your ideal donor, why 
should I pay attention to you, 

much less give to you, rather than 
browse my Facebook newsfeed?”



About this Test

Founded in 1844, Hillsdale College is an independent liberal arts college with a student body of 
about 1,400. Hillsdale’s educational mission rests upon two principles: academic excellence and 
institutional independence. The College does not accept federal or state taxpayer subsidies for 
any of its operations.

As part of their service, they offer free courses, as a service to the public. Like other not-for-
profits, they need donations to survive.

Partner Background



How Do We Get More Donors?
Version A



How Do We Get More Donors?
Version B



2) Activate Your Free Course1) Support Us Now



What Happened

209%
Version S1 Click Rate Donation Rate Avg. Gift

Version A (Support Us) 0.41% 0% $0

Version B (Free Course) 1.26% 1.18% $58.33

Relative Difference 209% ∞ ∞

Increase in
CLICKS



What Happened

∞%
Version S1 Click Rate Donation Rate Avg. Gift

Version A (Support Us) 0.41% 0% $0

Version B (Free Course) 1.26% 1.18% $58.33

Relative Difference 209% ∞ ∞

Increase in
DONATIONS



How did we do it?



We used an



OFFER
/’ôfər,ˈäfər/

1. Something of value that your fans (or 
everyone else’s fans) would be willing to trade 
their email for.



OFFER
/’ôfər,ˈäfər/

2. Something attractive that helps a donor 
see you as the solution to the problems they 
want to see solved.



JUST A 
SPOONFUL
OF SUGAR



Example 1: eBook

7 things you should be 
praying for if you want 
to do everything you 
can to protect and 
provide for your child.



Example 2: Resource Center

Free online archive of 
66,000+ articles about 
Texas History after 
email registration.



Example 3: Free Online Course

8-week free online 
course with video 
lessons delivered via 
email.



Example 4: Quiz



It is NOT your organizational value proposition.

It is NOT a request to help you.



GIVE,
The majority of people do not go online to

they go online to

GET.



An EXPRESSION or DEMONSTRATION of your 
organizational value proposition in action, be it 
through knowledge transfer, an action on the 
visitor’s behalf, or even a tangible.



Why?



THE OFFER
is your chance to help a new donor

EXPERIENCE
your value proposition firsthand.

Because…



There is one 
caveat…



Your offer has to deliver more value than it mentally costs 
to get it.

Distraction
Aggravation

Effort
Time

Perceived 
Offer Value  



A Personal Example…









How do I create/pick an 
offer that gets response 

and increases giving?



OUR GOAL:
By the end of this session, you’ll understand 
FOUR PRINCIPLES that will help you identify 
a worthy offer that:
 Creates connection
 Inspires giving
 Doesn’t cost YOU much 



It needs to be Free
PRINCIPLE 1



A social experiment
Predictably Irrational, Dan Ariely

The first experiment offered subjects a 
truffle for 15 cents (about half its 
actual cost) or a kiss for 1 cent.

Which one was purchased more? $0.01 $0.15

73%27%



A social experiment
Predictably Irrational, Dan Ariely

The next experiment reduced the price 
of each product by one cent – the 
truffle was offered at 14 cents, and the 
kiss was free.

Which one was purchased more?

FREE $0.14

69% 31%



A social experiment
Predictably Irrational, Dan Ariely

The next iteration reduced the price of 
the truffle even more – down to 10 
cents, and the kiss was still free.
The starburst was physically present.

Which one was purchased more?

FREE $0.10

64% 36%

30% 
off!



A social experiment
Predictably Irrational, Dan Ariely

To see if the appeal of the free kiss was 
based on convenience (not having any 
change, having to hunt around in a 
purse for coins, etc.), the experiment 
was repeated in a cafeteria food line 
where the cost of the chocolate could 
be easily added to the total purchase.

FREE $0.10



A social experiment
Predictably Irrational, Dan Ariely

Even with the elimination of paying 
inconvenience, the free kiss was still 
the overwhelming choice.

#WINNING
FREE $0.10



LOVE
We are absurdly conditioned to

FREE
everything that is



Are you sure I 
shouldn’t just sell it 
at cost?



The Texas Almanac eBook on CD-ROM

One CD sells for $19.95
X 15 total units sold since 
release
= $299.95 in Revenue



61,062 clicks (visitors)
X 27.2% email conversion rate
= 16,899 new emails acquired

X 1.53% Instant Conversion (donation) to Member
= 258 New Members

X $53.50 Avg. Gift
= $13,805 in Member Revenue

The Texas Almanac eBook Free Download



$13,805 
Instant Donation Revenue

$299.95
Total Revenue

From This To This

4,502%
In Revenue



It needs to be a bridge
PRINCIPLE 2



The bridge between people
For the offer to be accepted and 
valued, it must be RELEVANT to 
your donor’s interests.

On the same token, for your offer to 
effectively serve your organization, it 
must be RELEVANT to your cause. 



Poor Example 1

While this offer may be 
attractive to your ideal 
donor, it does 
little/nothing to help 
them experience the 
value proposition of your 
organization.



Poor Example 2

While an offer like this 
may go into great depths 
and detail of your 
organization, it is very 
unlikely to immediately 
connect your customer.



Example: A proper balance (#1365)

61%
In Emails

From This To This



Example: A proper balance (#1365)
From This To This



It needs to appear valuable
PRINCIPLE 3



How do you increase the 
perceived value of a free 

offer anyway?



PUT INTO
What you

GET BACK
an offer has an effect on what you

from it.



Offer Donor Time Investment Donor Conv. Rate

Petition 10 seconds 0.33%

Quiz 2 minutes 2.73%

eBook 10 minutes 3.11%

Online Course 8 weeks 5.97%

Perceived time to engage correlates with instant donor 
conversion rate



It can’t appeal to everyone
PRINCIPLE 4



SPECIFIC
The

OUTPERFORMS
offer to the specific person

the general offer to the general person.



Example (#2806)
From This To This

18.1%
In Donations

17.8%
In Average Gift



Hillsdale College

Knowing this principle, non-profit 
Hillsdale college has created at least 
12-different online courses ranging 
from subjects such as classical 
literature to the constitution to 
theology all the way down to the 
study of Sparta and Athens. 

An offer portfolio



About this Test 

A non-profit complex that includes former President George W. Bush's 
presidential library, museum, policy institute and the offices of his foundation.

The Testing Partner

Determine which call to action will yield the most clicks and donations.
The Testing Objective

Two identical emails with different blue underlined text links at the end tested 
against each other simaltaneously

The Testing Approach



How Do We Get More Support?
Original Email Call to Action



How Do We Get More Support?
Treatment Email Call to Action

141%
In Clicks

42%
In Revenue



So how do I create a
GOOD OFFER

from scratch to get new
EMAILS & DONORS 

from Facebook?



Courses.NextAfter.com













PLUS



A Pretend Organization and Offer

Making
American

Polite

BringBackManners.org



A Pretend Organization and Offer



A Pretend Organization and Offer

5 ways your kids 
can learn manners
and respect in a 
world of text and 
video chat 

New eBook





See you in the
ONLINE COURSE!



TURNING FACEBOOK LIKES
INTO DONORS

Proven, practical training for the price of FREE!

Be among the first to GET instant access:

courses.nextafter.com


